CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

This chapter discusses about the conclusion of thesis. This thesis uses Psychoanalysis theory to analyze the action of main character Kitty Fane in novel *The Painted Veil*. Before analyzing the action of Kitty, the researcher has to know about the character and characteristic that will be analyzed by using psychoanalysis theory and then new criticism approach to find Kitty’s action.

In this analysis, it shows that Kitty has a care, and optimistic nature. Kitty's sense of concern was visible when she was in China, Kitty who initially looks like a weak and beautiful woman can show her cares when she helps in chapel work. Although at first the nuns were not convinced that Kitty could do the work there, but Kitty's heart felt sad when she saw the condition in the chapel. So she decided to help by caring for the baby and the children there. Kitty's optimistic feeling was shown when she convinced the nun's chief that she be allowed to help work there. Previously, the nuns were not convinced because Kitty was a beautiful and visible woman who never worked hard. Kitty continues to show their optimistic nature. So she is allowed to help work there.

According to the psychoanalysis theory that discusses ID, Ego, and Superego, Kitty's ID properties refer to comfort, this is shown when he chooses to marriage and away from his mother because he feels uncomfortable living with his mother and he is uncomfortable hearing other people's sayings about him married. Kitty's comfort is
also shown when she chooses to have an affair with Charlie, as she feels uncomfortable with Walter's very stiff attitude. Ego Kitty was also shown when she was having an affair with Charlie, and ignored Walter's feelings. Kitty does not care about her husband even though she realizes that her actions are wrong. Superego Kitty is shown when she is having an affair with Charlie, Kitty is afraid that Walter knows about it. Superego Kitty is also shown when he will be sued for divorce by Walter on allegations of infidelity, Kitty would feel ashamed if sued for the case of infidelity, he thinks of other people's opinions if it is actually done by Walter. After being given two options by Walter, Kitty decided to go with Walter to China because she felt disappointed by Charlie, Charlie said she would never divorce his wife and would not marry Kitty so Kitty was very disappointed. It refers to the mood that Kitty felt when she was having an affair and when she was given two choices by her husband.

So Kitty Fane is the main character in the painted veil novel that has a optimistic, and caring nature. The nature is clearly demonstrated from every action that Kitty does, and changing Kitty's life feels better than ever. The reason Kitty prefers her husband to Charlie is because of her high comfort and moral sense. Because of his comfort, he does not want to be considered a man like a woman who has no moral if he is divorced by Walter on the basis of alleged affair.